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INTRODUCTION 
Let A be a ring with a unit element 1. Then a left A-module AM can be 
considered as a right B-module, where B= End(,M) is the endomorphism 
ring of .M. We call C= End(M,) the biendomorphism ring of AA4, 
denoted by BiEnd(,M). There exists a canonical ring homomorphism p 
from A into C. If p is surjective, AM is said to be balanced. An algebra A is 
said to be QF-1 if every finitely generated faithful A-module is balanced. 
Thrall [ 151 proposed to give an ideal theoretical characterization of QF-1 
algebras. But this problem remains unsolved at the present except for the 
following three special cases: serial (generalized uniserial) algebras (Fuller 
[4] ), local algebras (Camillo and Fuller [2], Dlab and Ringel [ 31) and 
algebras with radical square zero (Ringel [9]). An algebra A is said to be 
left serial if every primitive left ideal of A is serial (i.e., it has a unique com- 
position series). Tachikawa [ 131 proved that for a left serial algebra A if A 
is QF-1, then A is of left colocal type (i.e., every indecomposable left 
A-module has a unique simple submodule). The main purpose of this paper 
is, developing Tachikawa’s result, to give an internal characterization of left 
serial QF- 1 algebras. 
If a left A-module M is faithful and any proper direct summand of M is 
unfaithful, then A4 is said to be minimal faithful. This notion was 
introduced by Thrall [ 151, and by using it Morita [S] characterized QF-1 
algebras as those for whose minimal faithful left modules M and indecom- 
posable left modules U, M is balanced and M generates or cogenerates U. 
So it seems important to know the balancedness of minimal faithful 
modules for the investigation of QF-1 algebras. In this paper we shall call 
an algebra A to be weakly QF-1 if every minimal faithful A-module is 
balanced. Fuller [S] showed that a minimal faithful projective module is 
uniquely determined up to isomorphism. In Section 2 we shall study 
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weakly QF-1 algebras and prove in the way based on the balancedness of a 
minimal faithful projective module that for an algebra A of left colocal type 
satisfying certain properties every minimal faithful A-module is balanced. 
That is, the following will be proved: Let A be a finite-dimensional algebra 
of left colocal type over a ground field P. Then A is weakly QF-1 if the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) A minimal faithful projective left A-module M is balanced. 
(2) For an indecomposable left A-module KV L, which is an 
amalgamation of serial projective A-module K and serial A-module L with 
respect to the socle S(L) of L, L/S(L) is embedded into a primitive left 
ideal (equivalently into M). (For the precise definition of KV L see 
Preliminaries.) 
(3) In (2), if L is a homomorphic image of a primitive left ideal Ae, 
then Ae is isomorphic to a direct summand of a minimal faithful projective 
left A-module. 
It should be noted that the above condition (2) is also necessary for A 
being weakly QF-1 (Proposition 2.1), and so is the condition (3) in case A 
does not have an indecomposable left module KV L with Kz L 
(Proposition 2.3). 
In Section 3, applying the results concerning weakly QF-1 algebras, we 
shall give a characterization of left serial QF-1 algebras. Our charac- 
terization will be stated as follows: Let A be a finite-dimensional left serial 
algebra over a field P, N the radical of A, e a primitive idempotent of A 
and J4 a minimal faithful projective left A-module. Then in order that A 
may be QF-1 it is necessary and sufficient that the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
I. A is of left colocal type. 
II. If Ne is projective, then every composition factor of Ae is 
isomorphic to a submodule of the socle of M. 
III. For an indecomposable left A-module KV L every composition 
factor of KV L is isomorphic to a submodule of the top of M (i.e., M/NM). 
IV. For an indecomposable left A-module KV L such that K is pro- 
jective, L/S(L) is embedded into M. 
It is easily seen that in the above characterization the conditions I, III 
and IV can be replaced by the next ideal theoretical conditions I’, III’ and 
IV’, respectively: 
I’. eN is either serial or a direct sum of two serial modules. (This is 
a necessary and sufficient condition for a left serial algebra being of left 
colocal type (cf. [13, Proposition 4.4]).) 
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III’. If eN is not serial, then every composition factor of eA is 
isomorphic to a minimal right ideal. 
IV’. If eN = K@ L, where K and L are non-zero serial modules, and 
the P-dual module (eA/K)* = Hom,(eA/K, P) of eA/K is projective, then 
the P-dual module K* of K is embedded into a primitive left ideal. 
Here it is to be noted that each condition in the last characterization can 
be checked if we know the ideal-structure of an algebra A. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper A denotes an algebra with a unit element 1, hav- 
ing a finite dimension over the ground field P. The radical of A will be con- 
sistently denoted by N. All modules considered are unitary and finitely 
generated. Let M be a left A-module. We call S’(M) = {m E M 1 N’m = 0} 
the ith socle of M. Especially S(M) = S’(M) is the socle of M. The top of 
M is M/NM and denoted by T(M). The composition length of M will be 
denoted by IMI. A right A-module Hom,(M, P) is called the P-dual 
module of M and denoted by M*. We shall write E(M) for the injective 
hull of M. In this paper homomorphisms will always be written on the 
opposite side to scalars. So an element of the endomorphism ring (resp. 
biendomorphism ring) of M operates from the right (resp. left). 
Let M be a left A-module and K, L submodules of M. Suppose that the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) M=K+L. 
(2) Both K and L are serial modules with [RI, IL1 > 2. 
(3) Kn L = S(M). 
Then we shall denote the sum M = K + L by K V L. Tachikawa [ 111 has 
characterized algebras of left colocal type. From his theorems the following 
is known: Let A be an algebra of left colocal type. If M is an indecom- 
posable left A-module, then M is either serial or equal to K V L for suitable 
serial submodules K and L of M. For M= K V L, either K or L is projec- 
tive. Let M, = K, Q L, and M, = K2 V L1. Then M, 2: Mz if K, N Kz and 
L,21L2. 
An A-module M is called minimal faithful if M is faithful and any proper 
direct summand of M is unfaithful. A minimal faithful projective left 
A-module is uniquely determined up to isomorphism, and a primitive left 
ideal Ae is isomorphic to a direct summand of a minimal faithful projective 
left A-module if and only if S(A,) e # 0, where S(A,) is the right socle of A 
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(cf. [S]). By /i we shall denote a set {e 1 e: primitive idempotent of A, 
S(A,) e #O}. The meaning of /i will be retained throughout. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let A be an algebra of left colocal type. For a primitive 
idempotent e of A: 
(1) S(E(eA)/eA)=O ifeN is serial and eS(,A)#O; 
(2) S(E(eA)/eA) zfA ifeS(,A) = 0, where f is a primitive idempotent 
such that Af z T(Ne); 
(3) S(E(eA)/eA) 2:eA ifeN is not serial. 
Proof: (1) There exists a primitive idempotent f such that 
S(Af )1:x. Since (eA)* is an injective module with S((eA)*)-Ae, we 
obtain an exact sequence 
O-+Af -+(eA)*. 
Since (eA)* is serial, it follows that (eA)* is projective. Thus eA 2: (eA)** is 
injective. 
(2) In this case eA is serial and non-injective. Hence there is an exact 
sequence 
O+eA+E(eA)+X+O, 
where X is non-zero. Taking the P-dual we get an exact sequence 
O-+X*+E(eA)*--% (eA)*+O. 
Put Y= (S((eA)*)). Then since Y is a homomorphic image of Ae, we have 
T( X*) z NY/N2 Y N Ne/N’e N v. 
Thus we obtain 
S(E(eA)/eA) 11 S(X) N T(X*)* -fA. 
(3) Let eN = K@ L, where K and L are serial. According to the 
property of algebras of left colocal type, at least one of eA/K and eA/L is 
injective. Let us assume eA/L is injective. It is obvious that E(eA) = 
E(K) @ E(L). Hence we obtain 
E(eA)/eA =E(eA)/eN/eA/eN= (E(K)@E(L))/(KO L)/eA/(K@L) 
= (((E(K)OLYWOL))O ((KOWMK@L)))/ 
eA/(K@ L). 
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Here we note that (E(K) 0 L)/(K@ L) is simple and (KO E(L))/(K@ L) is 
serial, moreover that eA/(K@L) is a simple submodule of ((E(K) 0 L)/ 
(K@ L)) 0 ((K@ E(L))/(K@ L)). Suppose that eA/(K@ L) coincides with 
S((K@E(L))/(KO L)) = (KO L’)/(KO L), where L’ is a submodule of 
E(L) such that L’/L = S(E( L)/L). Then we have eA = L’ 0 K. But this is a 
contradiction. So E(eA)/eA is isomorphic to (K@ E(L))/(K@ L). Hence we 
have S( E( eA )/eA ) N S( E( L)/L) N a. 
In [S] Fuller has shown that a minimal faithful projective left A-module 
is balanced if and only if ExtL( S, A) = 0 for every simple right A-module S 
that is not isomorphic to a minimal right ideal. Applying this fact, the next 
lemma is immediately obtained by Lemma 1.1. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let A be an algebra of left colocal type. Then a minimal 
faithful projective left A-module is balanced tf and only if the following con- 
ditions are satisfied: 
(1) If e is a primitive idempotent with eS( AA) = 0, then f E A where f - 
is a primitive idempotent such that T(Ne) N Af. 
(2) If e is a primitive idempotent such that eN is not serial, then e E A. 
If a left A-module A4 is isomorphic to Ae for some eE A, we shall say 
that M appears in A. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let A be an algebra of left colocal type. For a left A-module 
M=(@j=, MI,-, VM2i)@(@j=2r+, Mj) where each Mj (1 <i<s) is 
serial, M is minimal faithful if and only if the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
(1) At least one of M,, ~, and M,i appears in A for each 1 < i < r. 
(2) Mj appears in A for each 2r + 1 < j < s. 
(3) For each e E A there exists M, (1 d i < s) such that Mi 2: Ae. 
(4) If M, and M, (1 6 i, j < s, i # j) are isomorphic and appear in A, 
then (i,j}=(21-1,21)forsome l<l<r. 
Proof: If e E A and K is a serial left A-module non-isomorphic to Ae, 
then a generator u of S(Ae) annihilates K. For, suppose ux #O (XE K), 
then the homomorphism 8 from Ae to K defined by 0(ae) = aex (ae E Ae) is 
a monomorphism. But this is a contradiction. Thus it follows that if e E A 
and a left A-module U= xi Ki is a sum of serial submodules Ki non- 
isomorphic to Ae, then U is unfaithful. Now assume that M is minimal 
faithful. Since M is a sum of Mi (1 < id s), the condition (3) is satisfied. Let 
e and f be primitive idempotents in A such that MZip, and Mzi are 
isomorphic to a subquotient of Ae and Af, respectively, where 1~ i< r. 
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From (3) there exist Mk and MI (16 k, Z<s) such that Mk N Ae and 
M,2: AJ: If neither MZi- L nor M,; appear in A, then k, I$ (2i- 1,2i}. Thus 
the deletion of M,;- 1 V MZi from M still leaves a faithful module. This is a 
contradiction. Hence (1) is satisfied. Similarly we can see that (2) is 
satisfied. Let Mi and Mj (1 d i, j < s, i # j) appear in A and M, N M,. It is 
obvious that 1 <i, j< 2r. Suppose that i = 2k - 1 and i= 21- 1 where 
1 Q k, I < r. If IMZkl < lMJ, then M,,- 1 V MZk is embedded into 
M 21p, V M,,. Thus IV/M,~-, V M,, is faithful. This is a contradiction. So 
(4) is satisfied. 
Next assume that all the conditions are satisfted. It is obvious that M is 
faithful by (3). From (1) we may assume M,;-, 2: Ae where e E A, for each 
1 < i 6 r. Then because of (4) M/M,,- 1 V M,; is a sum of serial modules 
non-isomorphic to Ae. Hence M/M,,-, V A4,; is unfaithful for each 
1 < i < r. Similarly we can obtain that M/M, is unfaithful for each 2r + 1 < 
j < s. This shows that M is minimal faithful. 
The next lemma is a generalization of [6, Proposition l] and [14, 
Theorem 2.61, and was proved in [7]. It is to be noted that it holds 
generally for any ring A. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let M, ,..., M, and K he indecomposable left A-modules of 
finite composition length. If M= (or=, Mi) @ K is balanced, then for a 
given submodule L of K either L c CbE ,- Im(q5) or L 2 n, E d Ker($) holds, 
where r (resp. A) denotes the totality of homomorphisms from @;=, Mi 
(resp. K) to K (resp. @ := , M,) and endomorphisms of K which are not 
automorphisms. 
Proof: We may assume that MI,..., M, and K are mutually non- 
isomorphic. Put K’ = Cscr Im(4) and K” = n+L,d Ker($). Suppose that 
neither L c K’ nor L 3 K” holds. Then we can take an element x E L with 
x 4 K’ and an element y E K” with y $ L. Let B be the endomorphism ring of 
M, W the radical of B and e E B the projection on K. We can easily see that 
(@;=, M;) @ K’ and K” are both B-submodules of Mt,, moreover that 
(M/( @ ;= 1 M,) @ K’)B and KIA are both semi-simple modules isomorphic 
to a direct sum of copies of eB/eW. By the choice of x it is clear that 
X = x + (By= 1 Mi) @ K’ E M/( @ r= 1 Mi) @ K’ is non-zero. Since B is basic, 
there exists a B-homomorphism LX M/( @;= 1 Mi) @ R + K” such that 






where E is the canonical epimorphism and c the inclusion. We may consider 
c as an element in A since M is balanced. Thus as x is an element of A-sub- 
module L of M, we have y = cx E L. But this contradicts that y $ L. 
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2. A CHARACTERIZATION OF WEAKLY QF-1 ALGEBRAS 
Throughout this section we shall assume that A is an algebra of left 
colocal type (except in Lemmas 2.2 and 2.4). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let A be a weakly QF-1 algebra. For an indecom- 
posable left A-module K V L such that K is projective, LjS(L) is embedded 
into a primitive left ideal. 
Proof We may assume that K V L is injective. Then we note that K 
appears in A. Suppose that L/S(L) is not embedded into any primitive left 
ideal. Let @ ;=, Ae, (e, E A) be a minimal faithful projective left A-module, 
and put Z7= {e, 1 1 < i < n, Ae, 74 K, Ae, 74 L}. Then since K appears in A, 
we get a minimal faithful module M = K V L 0 (0 p E n Ae) by Lemma 1.3. 
Let $: K V L + X be a homomorphism, where X is one of K V L and Ae 
(e E Z7), and $ a non-automorphism if X= K V L. Now we want to show 
that Ker(ll/)IS*(L). At first consider the case where Ker(ll/) is not serial. 
By [12, Proposition 2.51 we know that S*(Ker($))/S(Ker(+)) is not sim- 
ple, and hence ]S*(Ker(lC/))] > 3. On the other hand it is clear that 
S*(KV L)IS*(Ker($)) and IS*(KV L)] = 3. Thus it follows that Ker(+)z 
S2(Ker($)) = S2(KV L)xS*(L). 
Next assume that Ker($) is serial. Then it is obvious that Ker($) is 
embedded into either K or L. Suppose that Ker($) is embedded into K. 
Since K V L is injective, there exists an automorphism 6: KV L + KO L 
such that (Ker($)) 0 c K. Then we have 
Im($)-KVL/Ker($)=KVL/(Ker($))o 
N K/(Ker($)) ~0 L/S(L). 
Since S(Im($)) (C X) is simple, we get that K/(Ker(ll/)) 0 =0 and L/S(L) 
is embedded into X. From assumption it follows that X= K V L. Again by 
assumption it never occurs that L/S(L) is embedded into K, hence we get 
that L/S(L) is embedded into L. This implies that if f is a primitive idem- - 
potent such that Af 1: T(L), then every composition factor of Af is 
isomorphic to Tf. From this it follows that L/S(L) is embedded into A$ 
This contradicts the assumption. Therefore we have shown that Ker(+) is 
embedded into L, and at the same time that K $ L. It is clear that Ker($) 
is not simple. Thus we have S*(Ker($)) N S*(L). From K 74 L it is easily 
seen that any submodule of K V L isomorphic to S*(L) coincides with 
S*(L) itself. Therefore we get Ker($)=,S*(Ker($)) = S’(L). So also in this 
case we obtain the requirement. 
Now by n Ker($) (resp. C Im($)) we mean the intersection (resp. sum) 
of kernels (resp. images) of all homomorphisms from K V L (resp. Ae 
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(e E n)) to Ae (e E n) (resp. K V L) and all endomorphisms of K V L which 
are not automorphisms. Then what we have shown above implies that 
n Ker($)Is’(L). Thus since K & S*(L), we have K & n Ker($). 
Obviously CIm($) is generated by K/S(K)@L/S(L)@(@..,Ae). 
Hence C Im($) is a sum of serial modules non-isomorphic to K. Thus since 
K appears in A, as shown in the proof of Lemma 1.3 there exists an 
element UE A such that aK#O and a(2 Im(ll/)) =O. It follows that 
C Im($) 5 K. Now we have shown that K is a submodule of K D L satisfy- 
ing that K q? C Im($) and K ti n Ker($). Since M is balanced by the 
assumption that A is weakly QF-1, from Lemma 1.4 we get a contradiction. 
This completes the proof. 
Let X and Z be left A-modules and Y a submodule of X. By T(X, Y; Z) 
we shall denote the submodule C 6E r (Y) 4 of Z, where r is the totality of 
homomorphisms from X to Z. 
Let Mi (1~ i < n) be left A-modules and M, (1~ j $ i,) submodules of 
Mi with Mi = C>= 1 M,. Let a,- (1 Q i < n, 1 <j< i,) be elements of A. 
Assume that the map a;: Mi+ M, given by a,(~~=, rn,,)=xj=, aijmii 
(mij E M,) is well defined for each 1 Q i < n. Then we have the following 
lemma which is a generalization of a part of [ 1, Lemma 111. 
LEMMA 2.2. Assume that for each pair (M,, Mk) there exist submodules 
M,,, (1 < 1~ k,s) of M,, satisfying that T(M,, M,; Mk) c Cpr, Mij,kl and 
(aij - uk,) M,,,, = 0 (1 6 1 <k,). Then d: M = @y=, Mj + M defined by 
d(C:= 1 (m,),) = C:=, (a,(m,)), belongs to BiEnd(,M), where (m,), denotes 
the image of mi E Mi by the inclusion Mi -+ M. 
Proof Let 4 be any element of End( AM). Let ei: M --t Mi be the projec- 
tion. Then we have c$=C,,~ e,,deq. So it suffices to show that 
d((xy= 1 (mi),) epde,) = (d(Cr= 1 (m;),)) et,bey for each 1 < p, q < n, where 
C1= 1 (mi)i (mi E Mi) is any element of M. Let $: M, -+ M, be a map 
induced by ePq5eq. Let mp = Cp’ , mpj where mpj E Mpi. From assumption 
we can choose elements m,,j,y, (1 d 1 d qS) of M,,,, such that (m,) II/ = 
Cp= I m,j,yr for each 1 < j 6 pS. Then we obtain 
and 
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Since (a,,j - a,,) Mpj,y/ = 0 by assumption, we have aylmpj,y, = apjmpj,q,, and 
hence x = y. This proves the lemma. 
For a simple left A-module S, if there exists an indecomposable left 
A-module K V L with S(K V L) N S and K- L, we say that S is of second 
kind. A simple module which is not of second kind is said to be of first 
kind. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let A be a weakly QF-1 algebra. For an indecom- 
posable left A-module KU L with the socle of first kind, if K is projective and 
L is a homomorphic image of a primitive left ideal Af then f E A. 
ProoJ: We may assume that K appears in A. Suppose that f $ A. Let 
L N Af/N’f (t 3 2), and take a generator a of N’- ‘f: We shall define a map 
ii:KVL+KVL by ti(k+l)=ak (kEK, IEL). Since a(KnL)= 
aS(K V L) = 0, we can easily see that L5 is well defined. Similarly as in the 
proof of Proposition 2.1, we make a minimal faithful left A-module 
M=KVL@Af,@ ... @Af,, where each Af, is a primitive left ideal that 
appears in A. We shall define a map d: A4 + M as follows: 
d((m, ml ,..., m,)) = (am, am, ,..., am,), 
where (m, m, ,..., m,) is an element in M= KV LO Af, @ ... @Af,. 
Now applying Lemma 2.2 we shall assert that d belongs to the bien- 
domorphism ring of AM. Put X0= KO L, X0, = K, X0*= L and 
Xi = Xii = Af (1 d id r). We have need to show that for any pair (X,, X,) 
there exist submodules X,j,,, (l= 1 if k 2 1, 1 6 I< 2 if k = 0) such that 
Z, Xi,,,1 r(Xi, X,; X,) and (Q,~ - ak,) X,,,k, = 0 where a,, = 0 and apq = a 
(p #O or q # 2). This is obvious in the following cases: i # 0 and k #O; 
i = 0, j = 1 and k # 0. Now we shall show the requirement for the remaining 
cases. 
(i) For the pair (X0*= L, X,= Afk): If 4: KV L+ Afk is any 
homomorphism, then 4 is not a monomorphism. Hence we have 
I(L) #I ct. It follows that aT(KV L, L; Afk) =O. 
(ii) For the pair (Xii= Ah., X0 = K V L): Since Afi & Af by 
assumption, we have T(Afiy Af,; K V L) c K + NL. Moreover it is obvious 
that aNL = 0. So Xii,01 = K and Xii,0z = NL satisfy the required condition. 
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(iii) For the pair (X0, = K, X,, = K V L): Since K appears in A, 
similarly as in the above (ii) we have T( K V L, K; K V L) c K + NL. 
(iv) For the pair (X,,=L, X,=KVL): Let $:KVL-+KVL be a 
homomorphism. Take a generator U= jii of L. Let (u) 4 =k+Z where 
k =Jk E K and I =fl E L. Then Ak is a submodule of K with lAkl6 (LI = t. 
If (Ak( = t, then we obtain an indecomposable module Ak V L with Ak N L. 
This contradicts the assumption that S(L) is of first kind. As a consequence 
we conclude that T(K V L, L; K V L) c S’- ‘(K) + L. Therefore X0,,,, = 
S’- ‘(K) and X,,,0, = L satisfy the requirement. 
Now we have shown that dE BiEnd(,M). So we may consider that d is 
an element of A, because M is balanced. Since K@ Af, 0 . . . 0 Af,. is a 
minimal faithful projective module, one of K, Af,,..., Af, has a subquotient 
X isomorphic to L. By the definition of d, we have that dX= aX# 0 but 
dL = 0. This is a contradiction. We complete the proof. 
Let M, ,..., M, and K, ,..., K,v be left A-modules, and Kj a submodule of 
M,, for each 1 <j<s. Put M= @;=, M, and K= @.)=, K,. By (m,)i (resp. 
[kjlj) we denote the image of m, E M, (resp. k, E K,) by the inclusion 
Mi + M (resp. K, -+ K). For an element d in BiEnd( AM) let dj: Mi + Mi be 
the map induced by d, that is, 
d (i, (m,),) = JJ (di(mi))i. 
Then Di= {di I deBiEnd(,M)} is a subring of BiEnd(,M,). Assume that 
Kj is a D,,-submodule of M, for each 1 < j d s. For an element d in 
BiEnd( AM) let d: K + K be the map defined by 
d (JJ, [k/l,) = iI Cdm,Ckj)li. 
Then we have 
LEMMA 2.4. Assume that for any A-homomorphism 4: Kp + K, there 
exists an extension Qi: M, --+ M, of 4. Then d belongs to BiEnd(,K) for an 
element d in BiEnd(,M). 
Proof Let t,G be any element in End( AK). Let ej E End( AK) be the pro- 
jection on K,. It is sufhcient to show that d((C;=, [kjli) eptje,) = 
(a((cj=, [k,] j)) ep$e, for each 1 < p, q <s, where C;= i [kjlj is any element 




On the other hand, there exists an extension @: M, + M, of 4. Let 
Y? M + M be the A-homomorphism induced by @. Then we obtain 
(d,&J mm, = (4,J(k,) WL, = 4(&J @)a,) = 4w,),p) yv) 
= w$J,J ‘y= (V,(k,)Lp) y 
= ((4&)) @I,, = w&J &,. 
Thus it is trivial that dXy( (k,) $) = (d,+(k,)) 4, and hence x = y. This proves 
the lemma. 
THEOREM 2.5, A is weakly QF-1 if A satisfies the following conditions: 
( 1) A minimal faithful projective left A-module is balanced. 
(2) For an indecomposable left A-module KU L such that K is projec- 
tive, L/S(L) is embedded into a primitive left ideal. 
(3) For an indecomposable left A-module K V L if K is projective and 
L is a homomorphic image of a primitive left ideal Af, then f E A. 
ProoJ Let 
M = (My’ u My’) @ . . . @ (Mg.’ , u Mg’) 0 (f&q’ u L,) 
@ ... @(Mj*‘u L,)@Mi3)@ ... @Mj3’ 
be any minimal faithful left A-module, where A4f) appears in A and Li does 
not appear in A. Put Xl’) = M$f’ 1 V MI)), Xj*) = MJ2) V Lj and Xi3) = Mi3). 
By (x)jJ) denote the image of XE Xv) by the inclusion X2) + M. So every 
element of M can be written as a sum of the form 
i, (XX + j, (Yb)h2’+ i k)Z”. 
r=l 
For an element de BiEnd( J4), let dt): Xjj) + Xjj) be the map induced by d, 
that is. 
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d i (x0):“+ f (~+,)a’+ i (Zc)P’ 
u=l b=l C=l 
= i (d;‘)(x,));‘)+ i (di2’(J’,))i2’+ i (dP’(z,))P’. 
0=1 b=l r=l 
Put Of)= {dg) 1 deBiEnd(,M)}. Then we can show that Mt) is a 
D@ubmodule of X2), where 6 = [w] if i = 1 and E = k if i = 2,3. In case 
i= 3 this is obvious. 
Now we shall consider the case where i = 2. From the condition (2), 
L,/S(L,) is embedded into some Mlj), and hence into some Xi”. Let 
$: L, + Xlj) be a homomorphism of the form Lk +’ L,/S(L,) +OL Xji), 
where E is the canonical surjection and c( is a monomorphism. We shall 
define a homomorphism 4’: Xi’) = Mi2) V L, + Xl” by (x + JJ) 4’ = (y) 4, 
where x E Mi2) and y E Lk. It is easily seen that 4’ is well defined. Moreover 
we have Ker(&) = Mi2). Now let @: M+ M be the A-homomorphism 
induced by QY, that is, 
Then for d E BiEnd( JV) and y E ML21 we have 
0 =4((y) 4’)I”) = 4((y)12’) @I = (4(y)k2’)) Q, 
= ( (di2)( y ))p’) @ = ( (di2’( y)) @){“. 
Thus we obtain (di2)(y)) 4’ = 0, and hence di2)(y)eMh2) since Ker(@) 
= A4i2). This shows that Mi2) is a Q2)-submodule of Xi2). For the case 
where i = 1 we can similarly obtain the requirement. 
Next we shall see that any homomorphism I& A4:) + Mjj) can be exten- 
ded to a homomorphism Y: Xp) + X)i). In case i= 3, it is obvious. If $ is 
not an isomorphism, then by defining zero map on the other sum com- 
ponent of Xp) we can obtain an extension of $. Since by Lemma 1.3 we 
have Mf) & Mjj) if (i, f) # ( j, I), there remain the cases where i = j= 2, 
k=l and i=j=l, k=l Now consider the case where i=j=2, k=l. If 
IA4p)I < 1 Lkl, then Xi2) = A4i2) V L, is relative injective by [ 11, Propositions 
4.5 and 4.91 (cf. [lo, Lemma 3.71). Thus we have an extension 
Y: Xi21 + Xi2) of I,I+. If IA4&2)l > lL,J = t, then S’(MV)) V L, is relative injec- 
tive. Hence the restriction I,V: S’(Mi2)) + S’(A4i2)) of $ can be extended to 
4. S’(Mi2)) V Lk + S’(Mh2)) V Lk. Define 
(i) + + (y) 4, where x E A4i2) 
Y: Xi2) + XL2) by (x + y) ‘Y = 
and y E Lk. Then it is clear that Y is well 
defined and an extension of +. For the case where i = j= 1, &= 1; similar 
argument leads to the conclusion. 
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Now consider the left A-module 
K=&f!‘)@My’@ .” @ lvfg, 1 @ Mg’ 
@A4\2’@ . . . ~~w~jq3)~ . . . g~c3’ 3 I . 
From Lemma 1.3 we know that K is equivalent to a minimal faithful pro- 
jective module. Thus we note that K is balanced by the condition (1) and 
[S, Lemma 11. For an element do BiEnd( J4) we shall define a map 
d: K + K as follows: 
4(x,, x* ,..., XZr- , , Xb, y, ,..., y,, Zl,..., Z,)) 
= (d\“(X,), dj”(X,) )...) 4“(X,,- ,), 4”(X,,) )...) 
di2’(y,) )...) di?‘(ys), d\3’(z,) )...) di3’(z,)). 
This is possible, because My’ is a Df’-submodule of J/f). By Lemma 2.4 and 
the above shown fact we have that do BiEnd(,K). Hence d is obtained by 
the left multiplication of an element a E A. It follows that if x E Mf), then 
d((x#‘) = (ax)y. w  e want to show that the same holds in case XE L,. By 
the condition (3) there exists an epimorphism CJ: Mji) -+ Lk. Since L, does 
not appear in /i, c is not an isomorphism. Thus we obtain a 
homomorphism 6: Xf” + Xi-‘) which is an extension of G. Take an element 
YE Mjj) such that (y) 6 =x, and let d: M+ M be the A-homomorphism 
induced by 6, that is, ((z)f/‘)d = ((z) S)p’ for z E Xf”. Then we have 
4(x)k2)) = 4((Y) a29 = d(((Y)fJ’P) 
= (d((y)fJ’))d = ((ay)f”)A = ((ay) s,p= (axp’. 
So we have the requirement. As a consequence also d is obtained by the left 
multiplication of a. This shows M is balanced. We complete the proof. 
Putting the results together we obtain the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let A be an algebra of left colocal type. Assume that A 
does not have a simple left module of second kind. Then in order that A may 
be weakly QF-1 it is necessary and sufficient that the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
I. If e is a primitive idempotent with eS( AA) = 0, then f E A where f - 
is a primitive idempotent such that T(Ne) N Af. 
II. If e is a primitive idempotent such that eN is not serial, then e E A. 
III. For an indecomposable left A-module K V L such that K is projec- 
tive, L/S(L) is embedded into a primitive left ideal. 
IV. For an indecomposable left A-module K V L if K is projective and 
L is a homomorphic image of a primitive left ideal Af, then f E A. 
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3. AN IDEAL THEORETICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF 
LEFT SERIAL QF-1 ALGEBRAS 
Thrall [ 151 proposed an ideal theoretical characterization of QF-1 
algebras. In this section we shall give a solution of this problem to the case 
of left serial algebras. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A be a left serial algebra and e, f primitive idem- 
potents of A. Then in order that A may be QF-1 it is necessary and sufficient 
that the following conditions are satisfied: 
I. eN is either serial or a direct sum of two serial modules. 
II. If Ne is projective, then every composition factor of Ae is 
isomorphic to a minimal left ideal. 
III. If eN is not serial and eAf # 0, then f E A. 
IV. If eN = K Q L, where K and L are non-zero serial modules, and 
(eA/K)* is projective, then K* is embedded into a primitive left ideal. 
ProoJ Necessity: I. Tachikawa [ 131 has shown that a left serial QF-1 
algebra is of left colocal type. The condition I is necessary in order that A 
may be of left colocal type by [12, Proposition 4.43. 
II. Let Ne- Af, where f is a primitive idempotent. Then we note 
f$A. Applying Morita’s criterion for a minimal faithful projective module 
M=Af,@ ... 0 Af, (f,. E A) and an indecomposable module AflN“f, we 
obtain either an exact sequence MC” + Af/Nkf + 0 or an exact sequence 
0 + Af/Nkf + MC’). But the former case never occurs, since f $A. Thus 
Nk-‘f/Nkf is embedded into AA. This shows that every composition factor 
of Ne is isomorphic to a minimal left ideal. Since a minimal faithful projec- 
tive left A-module is balanced and f 4 A, from Lemma 1.2 also Ae is 
isomorphic to a minimal left ideal. 
III. By Lemma 1.2 we have eEA. Assume that eNf #O. Then there 
exists an indecomposable left A-module K V L with T(K) - Af: Let 
M=AS,@ ... 0 Af, ( fi E A) be a minimal faithful projective left A-module. 
Then by Morita’s criterion [IS] we have either an exact sequence 
0 -+ K V L + A@‘) or an exact sequence MC” + K V L + 0. But the former is 
impossible, because K V L has a simple socle and each Afi is serial. From 
the latter it is easy to conclude that Af N Afi for some 1 Q id n. This proves 
III. 
IV. Taking the P-dual this is immediate from Proposition 2.1. 
Sufficiency: Before anything it is to be noted that A is of left colocal 
type by I (cf. [ 12, Proposition 4.41). In the beginning we shall verify that a 
minimal faithful projective left A-module is balanced. Since the condition 
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(2) of Lemma 1.2 is satisfied by III, we have only to show that for primitive - 
idempotents e and f if eS(,A) =0 and T(Ne)-Af, then f~ A. To see this 
suppose f$ A. Then there exists a primitive idempotent g with Ng N Af: If 
Ae 74 Ag, then by making an interlacing module we obtain an indecom- 
posable module K V L with KN Ae/N’e and L 2: Ag/N2g. But this con- 
tradicts the condition III since f+! A. Thus we have Ae E Ag. It follows that 
Ne 2: AA and this leads to eS( AA) # 0 by II. So we obtain a contradiction. 
As a consequence we have shown that a minimal faithful projective left 
A-module is balanced. 
It is obvious that the condition (3) of Theorem 2.5 is satisfied by III. 
Therefore applying Theorem 2.5 we conclude that every minimal faithful 
left A-module is balanced. In order to prove that A is QF-1, by Morita’s 
criterion it suffices to show that for any minimal faithful left A-module M 
and any indecomposable left A-module U, M generates or cogenerates U. 
At first consider the case where U is serial. Let UN Af/N’f, where f is a 
primitive idempotent. In case f~ A, considering the form of M stated in 
Lemma 1.3 we see that U is cogenerated by M if N’f = 0 and U is generated 
by M if Ntf # 0. In case f $ A we can see that U is cogenerated by M. To 
see this let f0 be a primitive idempotent in A such that Af is embedded into 
AfO. Then particularly Af is embedded into Nf,. Hence by the condition II 
every composition factor of Af, is embedded into S( AA). In particular S(U) 
( 1: S(Af/N’f )) does so. Thus there exists a primitive idempotent g in A 
such that S(Ag) N S( U). Then we can conclude that U is embedded into 
Ag. For, otherwise we can make an indecomposable module KV L with 
K2: U and L N Ag by the method of the interlacing module. Since T(K) N 
r(U) N Af, from the condition III it follows that f~ A. This is a contradic- 
tion. 
Next assume that U is not serial. Let U = K V L, where K and L are 
serial. We note that both K and L are homomorphic images of primitive 
left ideals that appear in A. Thus if neither K nor L appear in A, both K 
and L are generated by M, and hence K V L is generated by M. If both K 
and L appear in A, then a certain submodule of K V L containing K is 
isomorphic to a direct summand of M, and the same holds for L. Hence 
also in this case K V L is generated by M. Last of all consider the case 
where K appears in A and L does not. In this case M has an indecom- 
posable direct summand J with one of J 2: K, J N K V L’ (I L’I d 1 LI ) and 
J1: K V L’ (IL’1 Z ILI). Since L is generated by M, in both cases where 
J-Kand where 52:KVL’(IL’I<ILI) weknow that Uisgenerated by M. 
If J2: KV L’ (IL’/ > ILI), then U is embedded into J, and hence 
cogenerated by M. This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let A be a left serial QF-1 algebra. Then for an 
indecomposable left A-module K V L at least one of I Kj and I LI is equal to 2. 
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Proof: By the property of modules over an algebra of left colocal type, 
either S*(K) or S2(L) is projective. From the condition III of Theorem 3.1 
it follows that either K = S2(K) or L = S2(L). 
In the following cii mean matrix units in the full matrix ring M,(P) over 
a field P. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. In relation with Corollary 3.2 we show an example that 
is a weakly QP-1 algebra of left colocal type having an indecomposable left 
module K V L with 1 KI, 1 LI > 3. Let A be the subalgebra of the full matrix 
ring M2,,(P) over a field P such that the elements 
el = cl1 + c77 + cll,ll + c16,16p e2 = c22 + c12,12 + c17,17y 
e3 = c33 + c13,13p e4 = c44, es = c55 + cg9, 
e6= c669 e7=c88y e8 = clO,10 + c15,15 + c20,20? e9 = c14,14 + c19,19? 
e10 = c18,18? c21 + c12,11 + c17,16T c31 + c13,11~c32 + c13,12y 
L’41 9 c42 2 c43 7 c65, c75, c76~ c98~ cll,10 + c16,15, c12,10 + c17,15~ 
(‘13.10, c15,14 + c20,19~ c16,14, c17,14~ c19,18~ c20,18 
form a P-basis of A. We know that A is of left colocal type by checking 
Tachikawa’s condition. It can be easily verified that A satisfies the con- 
ditions of Theorem 2.6. Hence A is a weakly QF-1 algebra. The radical e, N 
of e, A is isomorphic to e6A/e6N2@e8A/e8N2. Since le6A/e6N21 = 
le,A/e, N21 = 2, we see that (e, A)* is an indecomposable left A-module of 
the form K V L with 1 KI = I LI = 3. 
EXAMPLE 3.4. Let A, (n > 2) be the subalgebra of the full matrix ring 
M, + 4( P) over a field P such that the elements 
form a P-basis of A,, where di=C,“,i+’ ci+j-I,j (1 <idn). This algebra 
A, is a left serial algebra satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3.1. Hence 
A, is QF-1. An indecomposable left A.-module (e,A,)* is of the form 
K V L with IK:) = n and IL1 = 2. So from this example we know that there 
exist left serial QF-1 algebras that have non-serial indecomposable modules 
of larger length as compared with the number of mutually non-isomorphic 
primitive idempotents. In [9] Ringel showed that if A is a QF-1 algebra 
with square zero radical, then every minimal faithful left A-module is 
equivalent to E,(,A) for some strongly complete Serre class 4. On the 
other hand since the number of minimal faithful left A.-modules is equal to 
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n, there exists a minimal faithful left An-module which is never equivalent 
to E4(A,An) for any strongly complete Serre class 4 if n is suitably large. 
Remark. By the fact pointed out in Sumioka [lo], the condition II of 
[ 13, Theorem 1.51 should be replaced by the condition II of [ 11, Theorem 
5.31. This gap, however, can be covered by changing the definition of lac- 
ing length as follows: Under the same situation as in [ 13, pp. 3563571, we 
shall call IN, ( the lacing length of M, and M,, if Nj (i = 1,2) are proper 
submodules of Mi (i= 1,2) and the isomorphism N,/JN, + N,/JN, 
induced by N, + N, is maximal. 
This does not affect the results or their proofs except the proof of [ 13, 
Lemma 2.81, but it is immediate by the new definition. Of course, [13, 
Theorem 3.21 remains true. 
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